Little Nine Heaven Internal Kung Fu

2018 China Trip
Over the next 2 months, this newsletter will talk about our school trip to China for
from October 10th 2018 to October 22nd 2018. I was invited back to China to accept
my first Chinese students and hold a Little Nine Heaven Ceremony at the same temple Master Chiao Chang-Hung learned at many years before. Master Chiao’s name
and the name of Little Nine Heaven is now back in China. I’ve always taught the same
way that my teachers taught me as it is important for me to keep their systems
pure.
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On October 10th, I arrived with 11 students from the US and UK in
Beijing, China where we were met by my dear friend Liu Sifu, his
Students Mr.Sun and Willard, and my new Chinese students. For the
first two days, we stayed at the Beijing Pudi Hotel which was very elegant.
Mr. Sun was our tour guide for the duration of the trip. He set us up with the most
luxurious accommodations and spent much of his time scheduling tours for us
and taking care of our meals and accommodations. He did an excellent job and
treated us very well. He is one of kind and a true friend. All of the students had
the upmost respect for him and all of his
hard work.
We spent one full day in Beijing sightseeing,
visiting Tiananmen Square, Forbidden City,
The Temple of Heaven, White Cloud Temple. Tiananmen (The Gate of Heavenly
Peace) was built in 1651 and has been the
center of many historical and political
events throughout Chinese history. It is also
where Mao ZeDong founded the People’s
Republic of China on October 1st, 1949.
The Forbidden City was an imperial palace surrounded by a large
moat that was built in the 15th century. It is structured concentrically, with the innermost chambers reserved for the emperor who
was never seen in the outside areas. They say the paved ground
was laid with many feet of bricks to prevent invaders from tunneling in. It's a breathtaking complex that is a true gem of Chinese
architecture and cultural history.
The Temple of Heaven and White Cloud Temple were Taoist
Temples used by Emperors of the Qing and Ming Dynasties for
ceremonial purposes. White Cloud temple is a Taoist temple built
in the 8th century AD and still contains ordained Taoist monks
living on the temple grounds. We spent a few hours there, seeing
all the various altars to the different Taoist deities, with the altar
to the Three Pure Ones on the second floor of the main building
in the back of the temple grounds. It even had a traditional Chinese medicine clinic on the property. It was very well kept
and peaceful. It was inspiring to see the Taoist monks practicing
this beautiful way of life in such a serene and ancient place.
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My Journey cont.
On October 12th we woke up early to tour the Great Wall of China where
two students, Nick and Kevin climbed to the top of the steep wonder. At
night, we set off for Master Chiao’s hometown. We took a train from Beijing to Panjing Prefecture in Liaoning Provence.
When we arrived, we took a bus to the countryside where Master Chiao
was born and raised, a place
called Beizhen City. We
stayed in a beautiful hotel
called Liaoning Sunrise
Mountain Hot Spring Resort.
We were greeted with a sign welcoming me and congratulating
my new Chinese students.
Yi-wu-lü Mountain is one of the
Three Greatest Mountains
of Northeast China. Its highest peak
is 867 meters above sea level. It is located about 5 kilometers west of the center
of Beizhen City, in Jinzhou City, Liaoning Province. "Yi-wu-lü" translates to
"full of green."
In the morning all of my students and grandstudents gathered for breakfast in excitement and anticipation of finally seeing the temple where Master Chiao trained. After breakfast My student’s hiked a path behind the
hotel up the Buddhist side of Yi-Wu-Lu mountain, seeing the beautiful
landscape, monument’s dedicated to the historical World War II fight
against Japanese occupation, and numerous Buddhist Temples.

I also met a man who was the owner of the hotel and surrounding area. He welcomed me and a few of my students
into his home. I respect him very much and look forward to
meeting him again one day.

We then took a bus to the Taoist side of the mountain that had many Taoist Temples. We
reached the top and arrived at San Qing Temple where it is said that master Chiao met his
teacher Liu Miao-Yuan. It was a special moment for my students, being able to see where
the kung fu they practice came from.
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My Journey Cont.
Liu Sifu and Mr. Sun talked to us about the rich history behind Little
Nine Heaven and the San Qing Temple. San Qing consists of 4 temples
with the Little Nine Heaven System belonging to the highest temple. The
pillars on each side of the temple explained some of the practices and
theory behind Little Nine Heaven. The temple had statues of Huang Di,
Mo Di, and Lu Dong Bing, the patron saints behind the Little Nine
Heaven System. We also found a painted portrait of Master Chiao’s
teacher Lushan Daoren, or Liu Miao-Yuan.
We conducted a Little Nine Heaven
ceremony to formally induct my 5 new Chinese Students: Shei Hui, Li Sheng-Yen,
Zhang You-Fong, Zhou Xia, and Tan Ming.

Afterwords, we spent the morning wandering the
temple grounds and climbing the mountain behind where students had the opportunity to climb
up to see the sacred cave Master Chiao and his
teacher used to go to meditate. It is said the Taoist Immortal Lu Dong Bin used to live and
meditate in this cave.
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My Journey Cont.
I am proud to say that the name and spirit of the Little Nine Heaven System and Master
Chiao Chang-Hung are back in China where they came from. I made a promise to my
teachers that they wouldn’t be forgotten.

Next month, I will talk about our trip to Chengdu where Taoism was said to be founded. I
will also talk about our time in Hangzhou, Suzhou, and Shanghai.

Little Nine Heaven Inc.
We would like to thank everyone who has donated to Little Nine Heaven Inc. Your continued
support is pivotal to our success. With the end of the year coming up, keep in mind that all
donations are TAX DEDUCTABLE and support our mission to preserve these precious
systems.
You can donate by visiting www.littlenineheaveninc.org
We are happy to announce that we have set up a page through www.yourcause.com. Many
companies have matching contribution programs for donations to non-profits. You can find
Little Nine Heaven through your company’s yourcause.com portal by searching for our EIN
number 82-2791646.
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Upcoming Seminars
JANUARY

San Diego, CA
Jaunary 2nd to 12th
Shih Shui

Bangkok, Thailand
(Dates Pending)
Lovemaking, Chi Kung
To book private lessons or inquire about seminars
please email:
Siful9h@gmail.com

